WHITHER MAN? WHITHER SCIENCE?
AN AMAZING CHAPTER FROM THE ANNALS OF ILM-E-KHSHNOOM

Editorial Note: Dr. Saheb Faramroz Sohrabji Chiniwalla was a silent wonder, if not a miracle, As the writing - Disciple of Ustad Saheb Baheramshah Navroji Shroff, he wrote thousands of pages on Ilm-e-khshnoom, the authorized and authentic mystical science of Din-e-Zarthoshti. The prolific writings include the translations and 'taavil' of All the existing Holy Manthra - Scriptures; Vendidad, Yazashney, Vispered, Khordeh Avesta.

in the present infidel times.

The first volume of Nikiz was published in 1932. The theme is Asho Zarathushtra and Mazdayasni Zarathoshti Daena AND the Yazatic and Divine status of both. It contains an Introduction of 232 pages, followed by four marathon chapters spread over 571 pages, a 31 pages-long vocabulary of 974 technical terms, and an Index of 287 pages!

Chapter Two is on the Yazatic and Gathic

TWO DECADES ARE OVER

Dear Subscribers, Donors, Advertisers, and Well-wishers,

By the Grace of Dadar Ahuramazda and His Amshaspandas, Prophet of prophets Zarathushtra, Murabi Sahibs of Chaychast and Demavand and our Ustad Sahib BehramShahji this humble religious journal "Dini-Avaz" has completed two decades of service to the Parsee Zarthushhti Community.

Without blowing our trumpet, we can say that throughout the years we have upheld the tradition and orthodoxy to the hilt, and have not wavered however big or strong the opposite force be. We have not allowed Commercialization to enter our door, and we continue with the same subscription of As. 15/- only per year, although our monetary loss this year is around As. 12000/-. Thanks to our donors, one and all, big or small.

We wish all our readers lots of luck, we all will require this in coming years.
God Bless!

Yours truly For DINI-AVAZ COMMITTEE

CURSET PATEL Editor

The Divine knowledge, Khshnoom, is narrated and elaborated mainly in, his large volumes bearing the meaningful title; Nikiz-e-Vehdin; Three such volumes are published. The first is on Asho Zarathushtra, the second on Cosmogenesis ("Srushti-Rachnaa") and the third on the Earth (Geti) and Man. Three others, on Hasti, the Divine world; Nisti, the Non-physical world; and "Yasna", are kept still to be published, mainly for two reasons: viz. they are bulky volumes too costly to be published, and more cogently they contain Secret Truths and Doctrines, which are too divine and mystical to be revealed

Constitution of Asho Zarathushtra's "Bodily Form and Kehrep. The components of His Divine visible Frame, which treded on the Earth, was entirely different from the cellular and molecular components of all the human beings, past and future.

To explain this, Dr. Saheb first elaborates the ultimate composition of matter on this earth and its manifestation in the molecules of life in the humans. This is the theme of four 'Anaasars' - Atash, Baad, Aab, Khaah and above them Gava-Chithra, (similar to "Pancha Mahaabhoot" of the Hindu mysticism, "al Anaasiru l- arabbah"
of the Islamic mysticism, and four "elements" of the Bible).

Ilm-e-Khshnoom reveals that every particles of matter has in it the entangled knots of the four Anaasar's in varying multiplicities. Anaasar's themselves are the vast oceans of non-physical energies, which can fuse with each other in innumerable patterns, ultimately forming something like the elementary particles or superstrings of modern physics. Every particles has tremendous energy compressed within itself under certain controlling forces of Nature. Disastrously enough, the western humans of the 19th Century could catch a faint glimpse of the energy bound in an atom and by 1945 could develop a horribly destructive atom bomb.

When Dr. Saheb Faramroz Chiniwalla wrote the first Nikeez, the atom-bomb was yet 13 years away. But the western humans were intoxicated with their satanic ego of having 'known' every secret of Nature. We the humans are on the point of conquering Nature by our super intellect, announced the West. This was the Satanic invitation to the first 'Kayaamat' of the present time cycle and preparation for hell on earth, which the humans now, at the end of this 20th century, have come to realize to their horror. How that Nature conquering dream worked on the western psyche in the 3rd decade of the century is shown by Dr. Saheb by quoting an article from the then Times of India, which we reproduce below. It depicts the climax of the western egomania. Dr. Saheb's scintillating comments in Gujarati, on the article is reproduced in our Gujarati Section.

There are three interesting sidelines to this. Between 1908 and 1956 one Dr M.N. Dhalla was on the stage of the then Western studies. Strongly drifted away by the ego-psyche of the west, he became the champion of the fatal "progressive intellectualism" of the west and attacked all our Religions Institutions. He is now a forgotten entity in India, but some old fossils in America still swear by him. He wrote a book "Our Perfecting World" prompted by the same progress mania as running in the following article. Alas! Every page of that book has been proved wrong. The dream of Utopia has been shattered. Mankind on earth and the Parsi Community, both, are facing extinction. Only the divine intervention will save both.

The second interesting aspect is that round about the time the following article was being written, the stalwarts of Physics were having a shock of their life. Nature was found behaving in a way, which declared not only that the alleged progressive intellectualism was far away from the Truth and Reality but also that the human mind was not adequately capable of finding them out. The brilliant physicist Werner Heisenberg found out in 1927 that more we know about half of the sub atomic world, the less we CAN know about the other half. The situation is irremediable. Forget about knowing the whole, much less conquering it. "Is there any rock of Truth left?" asked Planck, another pioneer of physics. It took time for the Westerners to awake to this pathetic situation and when it was grasped well enough, it was too late.

The third point to wonder about is : Look at Ilm-e-Khshnoom. The ultimate composition of matter, which Dr. Saheb Chiniwalla described in his First Nikeez, is more and more indicatively confirmed, as the Century is coming to a close! Truth is not to be searched only in etymology and philology. It is in every particle of Nature. And to understand however faintly, the Truths of Religion, not just the pompous scholasticism, but all branches of knowledge and science, ancient and modern, are required to be explored. Not in the closed well of ego, but in the vast ocean of humility lies the secret of God's Truth.

And what do you think of this statement in the Article: "The results of much research show that the connection between a mother and her growing child is purely chemical.........? Editor)

"Babies will be produced by chemists in laboratories; the entire institution of marriage will be changed; we will all live to be 150; no one will need to work more than two hours a day; agriculture will be abolished - except as a hobby - and all foodstuff will be produced synthetically; man will be able to alter the geography of the world; coal-mining will be an extinct industry sitting in our homes we will see..."
revolutionize travel, and transport. Engines weighing one ounce for each horse-power they develop will become practical possibilities; and a power plant of six hundred horse-power will carry fuel for a thousand hours, working in a tank no bigger than a fountain pen.

"Concerning the nature of the vehicles for which such engines will provide the motive power, it is rash to prophesy. Passengers will travel in enormously swift aeroplanes, which by 2029 will ascend and descend vertically. Goods will be carried cheaply and rapidly by land or sea, propelled by motors whose fuel bill will be almost nil. By utilising tidal energy to any large extent we should diminish the speed of the earth's rotation. As it is, the tides act as a brake upon the rotation of the earth. Tidal friction occurs principally in the Behring Sea, which divides Alaska from Siberia. Its present effect is negligible, since it does but lengthens the day by a fraction less than a second in the course of each century.

"If sufficient energy were extracted from the tides to supply every imaginable future development of human enterprise with power, this braking effect would not be greatly increased. Many millions of years would elapse before the day grew as long as our present week.

"Five thousand years take us back to the dawn of recorded human history so that even a tenth part of 1,000,000 years carries us forward beyond the reach of imagination. We need not therefore, grow alarmed that by harnessing the tides we shall so retard the rotation of the earth as to embarrass our remotest descendants. But the forty-eight-hour day is a possibility in the far future.

"Biologists by 2029 will have learned the secrets of the living chemistry of the human body- or at least enough of it to achieve startling results. Rejuvenation will be an ordinary and well recognized matter of a few injection at appropriate intervals.

To RECORD OLD AGE
"The desire to keep old age at bay has ever been one of the dreams of humanity; at last we can predict that it will be achieved.

This
mortal must put off immortality by extending the length of his days on earth. The attraction of such an idea, especially to women, who will no longer grow old quickly, is too clear to require emphasis. But the universal practice of rejuvenation will be accompanied by grave social problems, the least of which would be the immense increase in population. Suppose it is possible to guarantee 150 years of life to every healthy child, how will youths of twenty be able to compete in the professions or in business against vigorous men still in their prime at 120, with a century of experience on which to draw? The benefit to humanity, which will accrue if the lives of men of genius are so prolonged, is obvious.

"Before 2029 biologists will have solved some of the mysteries of human heredity. Heredity is determined by certain 'genes' or units, concerning which science already knows much. They are minute bodies, so small that if a hen's egg were magnified to the size of the world, one of the genes in it would lie on a fair-sized dining table. When biologists can control these they will be able to control heredity.

THE LABORATORY BABY

"Most probably by 2029 a clever young man will consider his fiancee's hereditary complexion before proposing marriage; and the young woman of that day will refuse him because he has inherited a gene from his father which will predispose their children to quarrelsomeness. By intelligent combination of suitable genes it will be possible to predict with reasonable certainty that truly brilliant children shall be born of a marriage. It is possible, however, that by 2029 the whole question of human heredity and eugenics will be swallowed up by the prospect of ectogenetic birth. By this is meant the development of a child from a fertilized cell outside its mother's body - in a glass vessel filled with serum on a laboratory bench. Such a proceeding is neither incredible nor indeed impossibly remote. The result of much research shows that the connection between a mother and her growing child are purely chemical; there is no valid reason why one-day biologist should not be able perfectly to imitate that chemical connection in the laboratory."  ***
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